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Abstract Earthquakes can rupture geometrically complex fault systems by breaching fault step overs.
Quantifying the likelihood of rupture jump across step overs is important to evaluate earthquake hazard
and to understand the interactions between dynamic rupture and fault growth processes. Here we
investigate the role of seismogenic depth and background stress on physical limits of earthquake rupture
across fault step overs. Our computational and theoretical study is focused on the canonical case of two
parallel strike-slip faults with large aspect ratio, uniform prestress and friction properties. We conduct
a systematic set of 3-D dynamic rupture simulations with diﬀerent seismogenic depth, step over distance,
and initial stresses. We ﬁnd that the maximum step over distance Hc that a rupture can jump depends
on seismogenic depthW and strength excess to stress drop ratio S, commonly used to evaluate probable
rupture velocity, as Hc ∝ W∕Sn, where n = 2 when Hc∕W < 0.2 (or S> 1.5) and n = 1 otherwise. The
critical nucleation size, largely controlled by frictional properties, has a second-order eﬀect on Hc. Rupture
on the secondary fault is mainly triggered by the stopping phase emanated from the rupture end on the
primary fault. Asymptotic analysis of the peak amplitude of stopping phases sheds light on the mechanical
origin of the relations between Hc, W , and S, and leads to the scaling regime with n = 1 in far ﬁeld
and n = 2 in near ﬁeld. The results suggest that strike-slip earthquakes on faults with large seismogenic
depth or operating at high shear stresses can jump wider step overs than observed so far in continental
interplate earthquakes.
1. Introduction
Earthquakes often occur on fault systemswithmultiple strands separated by step overs. These discontinuities
can act as barriers that arrest earthquakes ruptures, but this is not always the case: ruptures can also jump
across step overs. For example, the 2013 Mw7.7 Balochistan earthquake rupture stopped at a dilational step
over at its southern end (Zhou et al., 2016), whereas the 1992Mw7.3 Landers earthquake breached fourmajor
step overs within the Eastern California Shear Zone (Sieh et al., 1993).
Understanding the role of step overs on rupture propagation and arrest has both practical and fundamen-
tal signiﬁcance. An important mechanism by which earthquakes become large is by breaking multiple fault
segments, despite the structural barriers that separate them (Hamling et al., 2017; Meng et al., 2012; Sieh
et al., 1993). In seismic hazard analysis, the likelihood of multiple fault segments rupturing during a single
earthquake is a crucial consideration to determine the largest expected magnitude in a complex fault sys-
tem (Field et al., 2014). An important goal is to establish quantitative relations between the eﬃciency of step
over jumps and the geometrical properties of step overs. Eﬀorts to achieve this goal empirically have yielded
seminal results (e.g., Biasi & Wesnousky, 2016; Wesnousky, 2006; Wesnousky & Biasi, 2011) but are ultimately
limitedby the small number of earthquakeswith suﬃcient rupture and fault observations.Mechanicalmodels
can oﬀer a complementary support to such eﬀorts, for instance, by providing mechanically motivated func-
tional forms to guide the development of empirical relations and physically expected bounds to supplement
empirical models.
Stepovers andother geometrical features of faults are also the subject of basic research, especially on the rela-
tion between the short timescales of dynamic rupture and the long timescales of fault growth. The dynamic
generation of damage and branching during earthquake rupture contributes to the long-term evolution
of fault zones (Ampuero & Mao, 2017; Cooke, 1997; Herbert et al., 2014). One mechanism of fault growth
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operates by coalescence of multiple fault segments during which the step overs are breached (de Joussineau
& Aydin, 2007). If the two neighboring fault segments interact strongly throughout their earthquake cycles,
simultaneous modeling of the whole fault system is required.
Continental strike-slip earthquakes rarely manage to jump step overs larger than about 5 km (Elliott et al.,
2009; Wesnousky, 2006; Xu et al., 2006). This has been also observed in dynamic rupture simulations (Harris
et al., 1991; Harris & Day, 1999; Lozos et al., 2014, 2015; Oglesby, 2005) even if the second fault segment is very
close to failure. A critical step over distance Hc = 5 km has been incorporated in seismic hazard assessment
models such as the Third Uniform California Earthquake Rupture Forecast (Field et al., 2014).
However, some recent earthquakes may have jumped step overs much wider than 5 km. The 2010 Mw7.2
El Mayor-Cucapah earthquake ruptured a 120 km long multisegment fault jumping through an apparent
step over of more than 10 km with the possible aid of intermediary fault segments (Oskin et al., 2012; Wei
et al., 2011). During the 2012 Mw8.6 Indian Ocean earthquake, the rupture propagated through a compli-
cated orthogonal conjugate fault system. In the late part of this earthquake, back-projection rupture imaging
revealed a step over jump as wide as 20 km (Meng et al., 2012). The 2016 Mw7.8 Kaikoura, New Zealand
earthquake made an apparent jump through a compressional step over of 15 km (Hamling et al., 2017)
taking advantage of several linking faults, which have not been previously mapped for hazard assessment. A
common feature of the latter two events is their particularly large rupture depth extent, compared to other
strike-slip events. The Indian Ocean earthquake has a centroid depth beyond 25 km; its rupture penetrated
into the upper mantle. These observations call for a reexamination of the factors aﬀecting the critical step
over distance. Existing models of the eﬃciency of step over jumps do not account for the role of key observ-
able physical parameters, such as the seismogenic depth, and poorly constrained frictional parameters, such
as fracture energy. With ongoing advance in earthquake data gathering and source inversion methods, this
information can be obtained and help in generating a more accurate model.
In this computational and theoretical study, we determine key physical parameters that control the critical
step over distance in large strike-slip ruptures using numerical simulations and asymptotic analysis. We keep
the model as simple as possible so that we can use fracture mechanics arguments to gain physical insight on
the numerical modeling results.
2. Model
We consider two vertical, parallel strike-slip faults in a 3-D homogeneous isotropic elastic half-space, as
depicted in Figure 1. The elasticmediumhas density 2,700 kg/m3, Pwave speed 6,000 km/s and Swave speed
3,464 km/s. The faults have length L, seismogenic widthW , step over distance H (distance between the two
fault traces), and overlapping length D. In our simulations L and D are ﬁxed, while other parameters are vari-
able. We focus on large-magnitude strike-slip earthquakes whose rupture area have large aspect ratio L∕W .
The regional stress is assumed homogeneous, resulting in a uniform normal stress of 𝜎0 = 150 MPa on the
faults and uniform shear stress 𝜏0 whose value is a model parameter. The faults are governed by the linear
slip-weakening friction law (Andrews, 1976; Ida, 1972; Palmer & Rice, 1973), with uniform static and dynamic
friction coeﬃcients 𝜇s = 0.677 and 𝜇d = 0.373, respectively, and critical slip-weakening distance Dc = 0.5 m.
Surface-induced supershear rupture (Kaneko et al., 2008) and nucleation at the free surface on the sec-
ondary fault (Harris & Day, 1999) can substantially increase Hc for supershear ruptures (Hu et al., 2016,
see also section 3.2). These two phenomena have been reported in numerical simulations but not in earth-
quake observations. They are thus suppressed in this study by setting a negative strength drop in the top 1 km
of both faults. A linear slip-weakening frictionwith negative strength dropmimics rate-and-state frictionwith
velocity strengthening behavior, which Kaneko et al. (2008) adopted to suppress the free surface eﬀect. Labo-
ratory experiments indicate that unconsolidated fault gouge at shallow depth exhibit velocity-strengthening
frictional properties (Ikari et al., 2009; Marone & Scholz, 1988).
Earthquake ruptures with large aspect ratio eventually turn into pulse-like ruptures because of the no-slip
constraint at the bottom of the seismogenic zone (Ampuero & Mao, 2017; Day, 1982). Their rise time is con-
trolled by stopping phases emanating from the lower limit of the seismogenic layer. Their rupture fronts tend
to become straight and vertical at large propagation distance. When such a vertical rupture front suddenly
changes speed, especially when it hits the vertical edge of the fault and comes to a stop, it generates stronger
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Figure 1. Canonical model of two parallel, vertical strike-slip faults with a step over. (top) Three-dimensional view.
The step over distance is H and seismogenic depth is W . (bottom) Side view. Nucleation is enforced on the primary fault
in a rectangular area that covers the whole seismogenic depth. A shallow zone of negative strength drop is prescribed.
coherent high-frequency radiation than, for instance, a circular front (Madariaga et al., 2006). The short rise
time of a pulse-like rupture further enhances its high-frequency radiation. Hence, the large aspect ratio of
large ruptures exacerbates the dynamic stresses that promote step over jumps. However, theoretically, when
L∕W is so large that the rupture becomes a stationary pulse, the radiation strength of the stopping phase no
longer depends on rupture length (Day, 1982). Here we are interested in upper bounds on critical step over
distance; hence, we consider the limiting case of very elongated ruptures and adopt an artiﬁcial nucleation
procedure that favors straightness of the rupture front.
To facilitate the application of our numerical model to diﬀerent scales, we introduce the following dimension-
less quantities. The ratio of strength excess to stress drop, as introduced by (Das & Aki, 1977)
S =
𝜇s𝜎0 − 𝜏0
𝜏0 − 𝜇d𝜎0
, (1)
quantiﬁes the relative fault prestress level. The seismogenic depth is characterized by the ratioW∕Lc, where
the length
Lc =
𝜇Dc
𝜎0(𝜇s − 𝜇d)
(2)
is representative of the static process zone size, where shear modulus 𝜇 = 32.4 GPa. We ﬁx the ratio L∕Lc to a
large enough value to allow the rupture on the primary fault evolve toward a nearly constant speed. Increas-
ing the rupture acceleration distance has been previously found to increase the critical step over distance
(Hu et al., 2016). This can be explained by the fact that before reaching stationary propagation, the peak slip
rate of the slipping pulse keeps increasing (Day, 1982), making the potential stopping phase stronger as fault
length increases.
Ruptures are initiated by an artiﬁcial nucleation procedure intended to minimize the curvature of the pri-
mary rupture front, which facilitates step over jumps. We abruptly and simultaneously reduce the coeﬃcient
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of friction to its dynamic value within a vertical band extending through the full seismogenic thickness on
the primary fault. The horizontal width of this initiation band is set to 20 km in this study by trial and error,
to make sure that the rupture with the largest S ratio considered here (S = 4) can successfully nucleate on
the primary fault. However, a preferred approach to set the size of the initiation zone can be derived from the
accurate theoretical estimates developed for nucleation by overstressed regions by Galis et al. (2015).
The step over geometry is characterized by the dimensionless step over distance H∕W and overlap distance
D∕L. A previous study has shown a positive relation between the critical step over distance Hc and D (Harris
& Day, 1999). We ﬁx D∕L to a large value (0.4) to ensure that the secondary fault is fully exposed to the stress
change caused by the primary rupture. Our choices of values for L∕Lc = 140 and D∕L = 0.4 favor rupture
across the step over and are intended to yield an upper bound estimate of Hc∕W .
Dimensional analysis of this basic problem indicates a relation between dimensionless quantities of the form
Hc∕W = f (S,W∕Lc) (3)
Here we conduct a systematic set of 3-D dynamic rupture simulations to characterize the yet unknown func-
tion f . We scan a range of values of H∕W andW∕Lc by varyingW and H while holding Lc ﬁxed. For each pair
(H∕W,W∕Lc)we use binary search to ﬁnd the maximum S ratio (Sc) that allows the step over to be breached.
The main focus of this study is on sub-Rayleigh ruptures (propagating slower than Rayleigh wave speed). For
supershear ruptures (propagating faster than S wave speed), we did not fully explore the parameter space.
Supershear ruptures account for a small amount of events in earthquake observations, and their dynamics
can be more complicated. We nevertheless considered several supershear cases for comparison with their
sub-Rayleigh counterparts.
We use the spectral element method software SPECFEM3D (Komatitsch & Tromp, 1999). To enable this work,
we extended the dynamic rupture solver implemented by Galvez et al. (2014) to take advantage of GPU accel-
eration (Komatitsch et al., 2010). We use ﬁfth-order spectral elements. Far from the fault we use a coarsemesh
with element size of 800 m. Within 10 km of the fault plane we reﬁne the mesh down to an element size of
266mon the fault, equivalent to an average node spacing of 66.5m. Themesh resolveswell the static process
zone size ≈ Lc (355 m).
3. Simulation Results
3.1. Eﬀects of Seismogenic DepthW and Strength Excess Ratio S on Critical Step Over Distance
We varyW from 5 to 20 kmwith increments of 2.5 km and varyH from 0.5 to 3.5 kmwith increments of 0.5 km.
This range of values covers the representative range of most strike-slip earthquakes. For each (W,H) pair, the
maximum S value enabling step over jumps is determined by binary search with an accuracy of 0.1 MPa. The
resulting critical Sc values for all W and H are shown in Figure 2. The complete set of simulations includes
both ruptures that propagated at sub-Rayleigh speed and at supershear speed on the ﬁrst fault. For a given
(W,H) pair, as S is decreased, the following regimes are observed inmost cases: sub-Rayleigh rupture without
step over jump, sub-Rayleighwith jump, supershear without jump, and ﬁnally supershear with jump.We then
report in Figure 2 the twomaximum S values that yield a step over jump in sub-Rayleigh ruptures (circles) and
in supershear ruptures (diamonds), respectively. There are also cases where one regime is missing and the
sequence at decreasing S is as follows: sub-Rayleigh without jump, supershear without jump, and supershear
with jump. We did not determine Sc for these cases (open circles in Figure 2).
A characteristic pattern is found in the step over jump behavior of sub-Rayleigh ruptures. The Sc values for the
sub-Rayleigh cases are plotted separately in Figure 3, which points to a relation of the form H∕W ≈ f (Sc). The
slope of the contours decreases with Sc, indicating that f is a decreasing function. This result can be reinter-
preted as a relation between the critical step over distanceHc andW for a ﬁxed S value:Hc∕W ≈ f (S), in which
the ratio Hc∕W is lower for larger S.
Further quantitative examination of the simulation results reveals the dependence of Hc∕W on S and Lc∕W .
Based on the results presented in Figure 2 and following the dimensional analysis leading to equation 3, we
present in Figure 4 the dependence of the ratio Hc∕W on S and Lc∕W . In compressional step overs, we ﬁnd
that Hc∕W is roughly proportional to 1∕S2 when S is large. At low S the sub-Rayleigh and supershear cases
are clearly separated: for a given S value, sub-Rayleigh ruptures have larger Hc than supershear ruptures. The
supershear subset has Hc∕W roughly proportional to 1∕S, and the subshear subset shows a hint of a similar
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Figure 2. Critical values of the ratio of strength excess to stress drop, S, that allow ruptures to jump (a) compressional and (b) dilational step overs with diﬀerent
seismogenic depth W and step over distance H. Each symbol is the result of a suite of simulations with ﬁxed H and W , but varying S until the maximum S value
required for step over jump is found. This critical S value is reported by colors. Two diﬀerent symbols indicate the rupture speed regime on the ﬁrst fault:
sub-Rayleigh (circles) or supershear (diamonds). Open circles are cases in which only supershear ruptures can jump through the step over; we did not determine
the critical S for those cases.
trend at the lowest S values. The boundary between the 1∕S2 and 1∕S regimes is close to S = 1.5 and Hc∕W =
0.2. In dilational step overs, theHc∕W ∝ 1∕S2 regime is also very clear, even within the supershear subset, but
not the 1∕S regime. There are fewer cases in our dilational step over simulations where rupture breaches a
step over wider than 0.2W , so we cannot discard that the inverse linear regime exists outside the parameter
rangeswe explored. Also in dilational step overs, for a given S value sub-Rayleigh ruptures have largerHc than
supershear ruptures. The simulation results at smallHc∕W or large S in both compressional and dilational step
overs are adequately represented by the relation Hc∕W = 0.3∕S2 (dashed lines in Figure 4). There is a slightly
larger Hc∕W on compressional step overs than on dilational ones, which is consistent with previous ﬁndings
(Hu et al., 2016).
3.2. Eﬀect of Lc on Critical Step Over Distance and Rupture Speed
The ratio Lc∕W modulates the relation between Hc∕W and S such that for a given S, larger Lc∕W gives smaller
Hc∕W (Figure 4). The mechanism underlying this observation is that, because the process zone scale Lc is
also related to a critical nucleation size (Ampuero et al., 2002; Uenishi & Rice, 2003), a smaller Lc∕W facilitates
rupture nucleation on the secondary fault.
Figure 3. Critical step over distance Hc for sub-Rayleigh ruptures as a function of seismogenic depth W and strength excess ratio S for (a) compressional and
(b) dilational step overs. The solid lines are not contours generated from simulation data but the contours of critical S predicted by a relation Hc∕W = 0.3∕S2
inspired by our near-ﬁeld theory and constrained by our simulation data. They serve as a visual guide here. The contours of Sc(W,H) are roughly linear, pointing
to a relation of the form H∕W ≈ f (Sc).
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Figure 4. Relation between critical step over distance normalized by seismogenic depth, Hc∕W , and strength excess S in (a) compressional and (b) dilational step
overs. Simulations span a range of normalized nucleation sizes Lc∕W (indicated by colors). Cases with subshear and supershear ruptures on the second fault are
distinguished by symbols (see legend). For compressional step overs, the simulation results are consistent with an inverse quadratic relation Hc∕W ∝ 1∕S2
at large S> 2 and an inverse linear relation Hc∕W ∝ 1∕S at small S < 1.5. The linear regime has two branches corresponding to sub-Rayleigh and supershear
ruptures on the second fault. For dilational step overs, the results are consistent with the quadratic relation and also display sub-Rayleigh and supershear
branches. In both compressional and dilational step overs, sub-Rayleigh ruptures have larger Hc than supershear ruptures at given S. Small values of Lc∕W favor
supershear. For a given S value, faults with smaller Lc∕W can jump wider step overs.
Apart from a nucleation eﬀect, Lc also aﬀects Hc by aﬀecting the terminal rupture speed on the primary fault.
The terminal speed of sub-Rayleigh ruptures on the primary fault depends on Lc∕W and S. More speciﬁcally,
it depends on the ratio of fracture energy Gc =
1
2
𝜎0(𝜇s − 𝜇d)Dc to static energy release rate G0 ≈
WΔ(𝜏0−𝜇d𝜎0)
2𝜇
,
which is proportional to (1 + S)2Lc∕W . The smaller the ratio Gc∕G0 is, the larger the terminal rupture speed
can be. In Figure 5 we show that the relation between Vr and Gc∕G0 obtained in our simulations is consistent
with the theoretical expectation from fracture dynamics (Weng & Yang, 2017).
A more prominent eﬀect of Lc on step over jumps is related to its eﬀect on supershear transitions. The critical
S ratio necessary for supershear transition increases as W∕Lc increases, consistently with results of previous
3-D studies (Dunham, 2007; Madariaga & Olsen, 2000). Previous numerical simulations (Hu et al., 2016; Lozos
et al., 2014) have shown that supershear ruptures can breach a wider step over than sub-Rayleigh ruptures.
Figure 5. Final rupture speed on the ﬁrst fault as a function of the ratio
between fracture energy Gc and static energy release rate G0. Rupture speed
Vr is normalized by shear wave speed VS . The blue solid line is the
theoretical curve for 2-D mode II cracks with constant rupture speed. A
constant factor of 1.5 is introduced to account for 3-D eﬀects, such as
curvature of the rupture front.
In particular, when the S ratio decreases to around 0.45, a step over wider
than 10 km can be breached by ruptures that have undergone supers-
hear transition assisted by free-surface eﬀects (Hu et al., 2016). On the
contrary, in our simulations with free-surface eﬀect suppressed by a shal-
low layer of negative stress drop, supershear ruptures have shorter Hc
than sub-Rayleigh ruptures at given S (Figure 4). We observed that dur-
ing supershear transition, the rupture front splits into a supershear rupture
front and a sub-Rayleigh rupture front following the Burridge-Andrews
mechanism (Andrews, 1976). These two fronts are weaker than the orig-
inal sub-Rayleigh front, hence, less eﬃcient at inducing step over jumps
(Figure 6). For most values of H, we ﬁnd two critical S ratios for step over
jump, a larger Sc for sub-Rayleigh ruptures and a smaller one for supers-
hear ruptures. However, there are cases in the dilational step overs where
the step over jump happens only when rupture on the ﬁrst fault is supers-
hear. In these cases, there is only one critical S ratio, the one corresponding
to supershear ruptures (open circles in Figure 2).
3.3. Eﬀect of Dynamic Stresses
In principle, both static and dynamic stress transfer from the primary rup-
ture to the secondary fault can contribute to stepover jumps.However, 2-D
simulations by Oglesby (2008) indicate that dynamic stresses, especially
high-frequency stress peaks, are the dominant factor controlling the step
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Figure 6. Comparison of dynamic stresses between (left) a sub-Rayleigh rupture and (right) a supershear rupture.
(a) Map view of the two examples. Both have the same fault system geometry but diﬀerent S ratio (S = 1.27 for the
sub-Rayleigh case and S = 0.64 for the supershear case). An array of receivers (red) is placed along the second fault near
the end point of the ﬁrst fault, between x = 17 km and 27 km and at a depth of 14 km. (b) Transient shear stress 𝜏(t)
(solid green) and static strength 𝜇s𝜎(t) (blue) on the second fault of the sub-Rayleigh case (Figure 6, left) and supershear
case (Figure 6, right). Each panel corresponds to a diﬀerent location along the second fault (x position indicated by
label). Stopping phases generated by sub-Rayleigh and supershear fronts are indicated by red and yellow lines,
respectively. The supershear rupture did not breach the step over because splitting of the rupture front weakens the
peak amplitude of the stopping phase.
over jump behavior. He observed that the critical step over distance depends on how sharp the initial stresses
taper at the end of the primary fault, which determines the abruptness of rupture arrest and consequently
the amplitude of stopping phases. In 3-D, this eﬀect of stopping phases can be more complicated because
the shape of the rupture front can vary depending on S, W , and nucleation processes, generating multiple
high-frequency radiation phases when rupture fronts hit the boundary of the seismogenic region. The anal-
ysis of the eﬀect of stopping phases in 3-D is made more tractable here by forcing the rupture fronts to be
straight, reaching the lateral end of the primary fault almost simultaneously at all depths (section 2). As will
be discussed in section 5.5, the straight rupture front assumption will generate an upper bound estimation
on Hc due to the constructive interference of the stopping phases.
To demonstrate the predominance of dynamic stresses over static stresses, we show that dynamic stresses
are much larger than static stresses in our long rupture models, in which the terminal rupture speed on
the ﬁrst fault is usually close to the Rayleigh wave speed. We select a pair of compressional and dilational
step over simulations with the following parameter settings: S = 1.27, H = 1.5 km, andW = 15 km (Figure 7).
Static stress analysis would suggest that a dilational step over is easier to breach, because the second fault
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Figure 7. Comparison of dynamic stresses between (left) compressional step over and (right) dilational step over.
(a) Map view of the two examples. An array of receivers (red) is placed along the second fault near the end point of
the ﬁrst fault, between x = 17 km and 27 km and at a depth of 14 km. (b) Transient shear stress 𝜏(t) (solid green) and
static strength 𝜇s𝜎(t) (blue) on the second fault of the compressional step over (Figure 7, left) and dilational step over
(Figure 7, right). Each panel corresponds to a diﬀerent location along the second fault (x position indicated by label).
Dashed green curves are shear stresses computed in separate simulations assuming the secondary fault remains locked.
is unclamped (subjected to normal stress reduction) by rupture of the primary fault. However, when we con-
sider the dynamic stresses, results are much more complex. In the compressional step over, static normal
stress increases in the second fault but a high-frequency peak in dynamic stress brings it to failure. In the dila-
tional step over example, the static normal stress on the second fault decreases, lowering its strength and thus
favoring the step over jump, but the high-frequency dynamic stress peak is not suﬃcient to bring the fault to
failure. In both cases, static stresses alone are not suﬃcient to breach the step over because of their relatively
small amplitude compared with dynamic stresses. A slightly larger compressional step over jump than a dila-
tional one is also observed in most of the examples presented by Hu et al. (2016) and in some of the cases in
Lozos et al. (2014) and Ryan andOglesby (2014), especially in the sub-Rayleigh rupture cases. This implies that
the step over distance Hc can be underestimated if only static stress are considered, especially for a compres-
sional step over. Moreover, dynamic Coulomb stresses carried by stopping phases have a diﬀerent angular
pattern than static Coulomb stresses. This pattern is determined by rupture speed and will be discussed in
section 4 and Appendix B.
4. Theoretical Relation Between Hc∕W and S
The theoretical relation betweenHc∕W and S cannot be derived analytically in 3-Ddynamic rupture problems.
However, asymptotic 2-D analysis provides a good approximation to the problem. When a straight rupture
front hits the lateral edge of the seismogenic zone producing a line source of lengthW , the stopping phase
it radiates can be approximated as a cylindrical wave in the near ﬁeld (0.01< r∕W < 0.1), whose amplitude
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Figure 8. Peak ground velocity in the x direction at 90∘ azimuth from the
end of the ﬁrst fault, as a function of distance to the end of the ﬁrst fault
normalized by seismogenic depth. Three cases with diﬀerent seismogenic
depth W are considered (see legend).
decays as 1√
r
, and as a spherical wave in the far ﬁeld (r∕W > 1), decaying
as 1
r
(Figure 8). Relations between the wave amplitude in these two dis-
tance ranges, fault geometry, and dynamic rupture properties are derived
inAppendixA. The relations show that themaximumdistance atwhich the
Coulomb failure threshold can be reached is proportional to W∕S2 in the
near ﬁeld and proportional toW∕S in the far ﬁeld. This asymptotic analy-
sis of maximum Coulomb failure distance under cylindrical and spherical
wave approximations roughly explains what we have observed in the
simulations: Hc∕W ∝ 1∕S2 when Hc∕W < 0.1 (near ﬁeld) and Hc∕W ∝ 1∕S
when Hc∕W > 0.2 (far ﬁeld).
The previous analysis of peak dynamic stresses provides a necessary con-
dition for step over jump to happen. Lozos et al. (2014) found qualita-
tively in 2-D simulations an inverse relation between Hc and the critical
slip-weakeningdistanceDc which is proportional to critical nucleation size.
Treating the step over jump problem as a static stress-triggering problem,
theyproposed thatCoulomb failurehas tobe reachedwithin anarea larger
than the critical nucleation size on the secondary fault to successfully ini-
tiate rupture. Here we further investigate the problem by analysis of the
nucleation criterion for 3-D ruptures. The stopping phase of the primary
rupture induces a stress pulse traveling at Swave speed on the secondary
fault. This pulse has a large aspect ratio, it extends vertically across the whole seismogenic depth but has a
short width in the along-strike direction. Galis et al. (2017) found that if the nucleation zone has an aspect
ratio greater than 10, spontaneous runaway rupture happens only if its shortest edge length exceeds a critical
nucleation size. If S ≤ 3, this critical nucleation size is independent of S and is equal to the critical nucleation
length by Uenishi and Rice (2003), which is close to Lc. If S> 3 the nucleation condition does not depend on
the aspect ratio, it is equivalent to a critical nucleation area rather than a critical length. However, the very
low initial stress when S> 3 corresponds to cases where Hc < 0.03W in our simulations. Such small step overs
are usually ignored in fault trace mapping and hazard analysis due to the higher likelihood of connection at
depth (Graymer et al., 2007) promoting through-going rupture. Thus, for cases of interest, the critical nucle-
ation size Lc of Uenishi and Rice (2003) is an appropriate criterion. Therefore, increasing Lc tends to decrease
Hc (Figure 4 color coded by Lc∕W). This eﬀect is weak when Lc∕W is small. Our previous analysis based on the
maximum distance for Coulomb failure to occur hence provides an upper bound on Hc.
5. Discussions
5.1. Comparison to Empirical Observations of Hc
From the analysis of simulation results, we ﬁnd that the critical step over distance Hc depends primarily on
seismogenic widthW and strength excess ratio S. In addition, it is slightly modulated by the nucleation size
Lc, which is explained by the eﬀect of nucleation on the secondary fault by dynamic stresses carried by
stopping phases.
Our modeling results are in ﬁrst-order agreement with empirical estimates of critical step over distance (Biasi
& Wesnousky, 2016; Wesnousky, 2006; Wesnousky & Biasi, 2011). The ratio of shear stress to eﬀective normal
stress on the San Andreas fault and other major interplate faults has been inferred to be around 0.2 to 0.3
(Noda et al., 2009), which indicates an S ratio to be greater than 1.5 considering a dynamic friction coeﬃcient
of 0.1 and a static friction coeﬃcient of 0.6. When S> 1.5, our simulation results for both compressional and
dilational step overs are well represented byHc∕W ≈ 0.3∕S2, and hence,Hc∕W < 0.2. For a typicalW = 15 km
for continental strike-slip faults we expect Hc < 3 km, which agrees with previous observations (Wesnousky,
2006) and numerical simulations (Harris & Day, 1999). The above arguments demonstrate that our newmodel
is consistent with the previous “5 km recipe” when applied to typical continental interplate strike-slip faults.
However, our results indicate that empirical criteria for step over jumps may not be readily applied to faults
with diﬀerentW and Sunder diﬀerent tectonic settings, such as oceanic and intraplate strike-slip earthquakes.
Our theoretical results provide amore accurate estimate ofHc for given S andW . For a speciﬁc region, a range
of S values canbeconstrainedby informationon regional stresses and fault geometry. The stress stateof a fault
can be estimated by projecting the regional stress tensor onto the fault plane. The seismogenic depthW can
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Figure 9. Dilational step over jump with three nucleation attempts. Successful nucleation in the forward direction with
respect to the primary fault’s end point. Seismogenic depth is W = 10 km. Rupture time contours on (top) primary
fault and (bottom) secondary fault. The fault overlap section is 0 < x < 20 km.
be estimated by the termination depth of background seismicity or by geodetic inversion of locking depth.
The nucleation size Lc is a more uncertain parameter, which may be inferred from seismological observations
of large earthquakes (Fukuyama et al., 2003; Mikumo et al., 2003), but has only a second-order eﬀect on Hc.
Additional support for the major eﬀect of seismogenic depth on critical step over distance is provided by
the compilation of empirical observations by Biasi and Wesnousky (2016). Their Figure 9 shows that longer
ruptures with similar rupture depth extent are not necessarily stopped by wider step overs. This is consistent
with our theoretical arguments in which the amplitude and reach of stresses near the primary rupture tip
depend on rupture width but not on rupture length.
5.2. Eﬀect of a Thick Seismogenic Layer
One important factor that challenges the “5 km criterion” is the dependence of Hc on the thickness of the
seismogenic layer, W . There are several reasons for variability of seismogenic thickness. The ﬁrst controlling
factor is the geothermal gradient, which controls the brittle to ductile transition of the crust and the deep seis-
mic to aseismic transition of faults. Cooling of an old oceanic crust increases this transition depth and makes
the seismogenic layer thicker, which is consistent with a large Hc in the 2012 Indian Ocean earthquake (Meng
et al., 2012). The Indian Ocean earthquake has an extraordinary penetration depth of 50 km (Yue et al., 2012)
which is 2–3 times the depth of an average continental strike-slip earthquake. So we expect the maximum
step over width to be around 10–15 km considering the same S ratio. Moreover, the Indian Ocean earth-
quake is reported to have larger stress drop (Meng et al., 2012) indicating a smaller S ratio, which makes the
observed 20 km step over jump (Meng et al., 2012) a possible scenario. Subduction of an oceanic crust greatly
decreases temperature around it, whichmay deepen the brittle-ductile transition on crustal faults in the over-
riding plate. This eﬀect has been proposed to explain a rupture depth of 25 km in the 2016 Mw7.8 Kaikoura
earthquake inferred from geodetic data (Hamling et al., 2017). For the same thermal reason, we expect
intraplate earthquakes to have a thicker seismogenic layer (Copley et al., 2014) and hence a larger Hc than
interplate earthquakes.
Dynamic processes that promote large rupturewidth can favorwider stepover jumps. Ruptures canpenetrate
deeper into the velocity strengthening region where ruptures cannot nucleate spontaneously. Our theory
actually relates the critical step over distance to rupture width, more fundamentally than to seismogenic
width. Hence, larger step over distances are expected for large earthquake ruptures that penetrate below the
seismogenic depth, for instance due to thermal weakening processes (Jiang & Lapusta, 2016).
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Our results on strike-slip faults have implications also for other faulting types. To apply our model to dip-slip
faults, we need to replace the Mode II stress intensity factor with the Mode III one, which involves a factor of
order 1 that depends on Poisson’s ratio. In dip-slip faults, the seismogenicwidth is larger,W = h∕ sin(𝛼)where
h is the seismogenic depth and 𝛼 the dip angle. We hence expect Hc to be larger for faults with shallower dip
angle 𝛼. In addition, the step over distance conventionally deﬁned inmap view is larger than the fault distance
deﬁned here in the normal direction to the fault plane. Biasi andWesnousky (2016) found a larger critical step
over distance in dip-slip faults, which can be around 12 km.
Relations between fault system geometry and seismogenic depth may complicate the relation between Hc
andW . Zuza et al. (2017) found that the spacingbetween strike-slip faults is alsoproportional toW . Thismeans
that although Hc is larger in areas with thicker seismogenic layer, the probability of a fault step over jump is
not necessarily larger because of the sparsity of closely spaced secondary segments.
5.3. Step Over Jumps With Lower Initial Stresses
Our model indicates that ruptures have trouble breaching step overs at low background shear stress (large S
ratio yields small Hc∕W). On natural faults, we expect S ≫ 1 to be typical because stress drop estimates are
of a fewMPa on average and strength drop can be several 10 MPa in the absence of excessive fault zone ﬂuid
overpressure. Faults operating at low background stress may have to breach step overs by localizing slip into
a more connected fault system (with narrower step overs) (Cooke, 1997; Myers & Aydin, 2004).
In addition to a thicker seismogenic layer (Copley et al., 2014), intraplate earthquakes have average stress
drop signiﬁcantly larger than interplate earthquakes (Allmann & Shearer, 2009; Scholz et al., 1986). Moreover,
Kato (2009) suggests that, in contrast to interplate faults, the loading of intraplate faults is dominated by
regional plate stressing rather than by aseismic slip in deeper extensions of the fault; hence, the loading of
the seismogenic zone tends to be more spatially uniform than on interplate faults. These arguments imply
that intraplate faults can operate at overall smaller S ratio than interplate faults, thus allowing for wider step
over jumps during earthquakes.
The possibility of step over jumps can be aﬀected by relations between seismogenic depth and the long-term
average stress at which a fault operates. In earthquake cycle models of faults loaded by deep creep (Kato,
2012), it is found that asW increases the average stress decreases. Fracturemechanics analysis of this problem
leads to a relation that can be formulated as S+1 ≈
√
W∕Lc. Together with the relationHc∕W ∝ 1∕S2 for large
S we obtain Hc ∝ Lc. For small S this model requires W ≈ Lc and, considering the relation Hc∕W ∝ 1∕S, we
obtain Hc ∝ Lc∕S. Hence, the aforementioned class of earthquake cycle models predicts a closer relation
between critical step over distance and nucleation size than suggested by our single-earthquake dynamic
rupture models.
5.4. A Procedure to Assess the Potential for Step Over Jumps
While our newmodel incorporates parameters such asW , S, and Lc , it is based on simplifying assumptions that
may not be appropriate for all step over problems. For example, we assume the fault strands to be parallel,
which is not always the case. As described in Poliakov et al. (2002), the stress ﬁeld near a propagating mode
II rupture promotes secondary ruptures at an angle with the primary fault that depends on the background
stress tensor and on rupture speed. Parsons et al. (2012) proposed to estimate the probability of multiseg-
ment earthquakes by calculating the static Coulomb stress perturbation induced by one segment on all the
surrounding segments. This method neglects dynamic stresses and can lead to substantial underestimation
of jumping probability, as shown in section 3.3. We propose the following procedure to assess the potential
for a step over jump in a speciﬁc case scenario:
1. Run a dynamic rupture simulation on the primary fault.
2. Record the dynamic stress on all secondary faults.
3. Determine if failure is reached over a contiguous zone larger than nucleation size, for given set of initial
stresses.
Comparingwith the alternative approach of running a dynamicmodel of thewhole speciﬁc step over system,
our proposed method is more computationally eﬃcient. A conservative estimate is obtained by assuming a
very small nucleation size. In step 3, the initial stresses on the secondary faults can be varied over a range
constrained by independent considerations, without the need to repeat step 1.
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5.5. Potential Limitations
Here we summarize the main limitations of our model and suggest potential improvements or clarify their
eﬀects on the estimations of Hc.
We assumed that the initial fault stress results from a homogeneous regional stress ﬁeld. In reality, fault
stresses can be heterogeneous at a step over due to stress concentrations caused by past earthquakes near
fault tips. Others have considered diﬀerent uniform stresses on the two fault segments (Harris & Day, 1999).
Revisiting our derivation assuming the stress states on the two faults are diﬀerent, we ﬁnd that our Hc pre-
diction equation remains the same after simply replacing S with the ratio S′ between the strength excess of
the second fault and the stress drop of the ﬁrst fault. Due to residual stresses left by previous ruptures, S′ can
be signiﬁcantly smaller near the step over than our previous estimate of S> 1. This allows for larger Hc and
reconciles our simulation results with typical observed step over jumps in the kilometer range even when
S is high far from the step over. The role of stress heterogeneity on step over jumps can also be addressed
through earthquake cycle modeling (Duan & Oglesby, 2006; Shaw & Dieterich, 2007; Yıkılmaz et al., 2015).
The fundamental results assuming homogeneous initial stress presented here can help understand the out-
comes of such more complete models. For example, we expect initial shear stress to be mostly concentrated
near the deep edge of the seismogenic zone due to creep on the deeper portion of the fault (see, e.g.,
Figure 1 of Kato, 2012). If this stress concentration is substantial, we should observe a tendency for ruptures
on secondary faults to initiate in the deepest part of the seismogenic zone. However, the coarse resolution
and small number of ﬁnite fault inversion results of earthquakes with step over jumps (Field et al., 2014;
Hamling et al., 2017; Wald & Heaton, 1994; Yue et al., 2012) do not allow to determine if such a tendency
occurs in nature.
We assumed a rectangular rupture area and a vertical rupture front. In reality, rupture area and rupture front
can have complicated geometries due to fault geometry aswell as stress and frictional heterogeneities, which
can generate multiple strong phases. In our model, the rupture front forms a perfect line source and is a
worst-case scenario because it generates the strongest constructive interference. Our simulation results thus
serve as an upper limit estimation of the amplitude of stopping phase radiation.
We assume rupture termination to be very sharp, as if the rupture encountered a steep increase of fracture
energy or a sharp decrease in shear stress. In reality, rupture arrest can be gradual, for instance, if rupture is
stopped by an area of smoothly decreasing initial stress (Oglesby, 2008), which leads toweaker stress concen-
tration and stopping phases and hence less eﬃcient step over jumps. In these regard, our model provides an
upper bound on Hc, which is useful for a conservative hazard analysis.
Step over jumps can be facilitated by structural features such as intermediate fault segments (Lozos et al.,
2015) or linking faults (Oglesby, 2005). An important case is a ﬂower structure, in which two fault segments
that are separate at the surface merge into a single fault at some depth. In this case, dynamic rupture simu-
lations by Aochi (2003) showed that ruptures break through the step over by taking advantage of the deep
linkage, regardless of how wide the gap is at the surface, unless the deep rupture pathway is too narrow due
to a linkage depth too close to the bottom of the seismogenic zone. The step over distance at the surface is
proportional to the linkage depth if the average dip angle of the fault branches is controlled by the internal
frictional angle of the crust (Di Bucci et al., 2006; Naylor et al., 1986). Thus, ﬂower structures could also lead to
critical step over distances Hc proportional toW . Distinguishing between the deeply linked faults interpreta-
tion and the parallel faults interpretation of the relation Hc ∝ W needs further investigation of the geometry
of active faults at depth. Sometimes the evidence is not suﬃcient to determine if a step over had a linking fault
with signiﬁcant slip over a signiﬁcant depth range that clearly contributed to the (apparent) step over jump. In
some cases a linking fault with little slip, or too shallow slip, may just be a by-product of the larger-scale rup-
ture across the step over without contributingmuch to it. The theorywe developed provides physical bounds
on what is possible without linking faults, and this may assist in the interpretation and discussion of speciﬁc
cases. For example, applying our theory to a particular (hypothetical) example in which surface rupture on a
linking fault is documented, onemay be able to argue that, given the background stress, stress drop, seismo-
genic depth and step over distance, in principle, the rupture could have jumped the step over even without
a linking fault. In such an example, the theoretical argument can motivate further study of the amount and
depth extent of slip on the linking fault in order to assess to what extent it contributed to the rupture across
the step over.
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We assume that both fault segments are embedded in a homogeneous elastic half-space. However, most
fault zones will include a low-velocity layer surrounding the fault plane (Finzi & Langer, 2012a, 2012b; Huang
& Ampero, 2011; Lewis & Ben-Zion, 2010,). The elastic modulus of this layer adjacent to the primary fault can
be smaller than host rock and also diﬀerent from the elastic modulus of the layer adjacent to the secondary
fault. The gradation in the elastic properties in the overlapping region may contribute to the complexity of
the radiated ﬁeld throughmultiple reﬂections and transmissions (Ben-Zion et al., 2003; Huang et al., 2014). For
certain frequencies, this may lead to ampliﬁcation of the dynamic displacement and may aﬀect the rupture
trigger ability on the secondary fault.
We assumed a linear slip-weakening friction law, that is, fault strength decreases linearly with accumulated
slip. A nonlinear slip-weakening law with steeper weakening at small slip facilitates nucleation (Dunham,
2007) and hence can increase Hc. As is found by Ryan and Oglesby (2014) in their 2-D step over simulations,
the functional form of a frictional law has only a second-order eﬀect on a step over problem given con-
stant fracture energy. We thus expect our scaling relation derived from slip-weakening friction law to hold for
rate-and-state friction law.
Ruptures propagating on rough faults decelerate and accelerate nonuniformly, leading to enhanced seismic
radiation (Shi & Day, 2013). Also, a rupture on a nonplanar fault may stop abruptly before reaching the end of
the fault due to strong variations in the fault strike or stress heterogeneity. This would also be a source of stop-
ping phases and strong radiation (Madariaga et al., 2006). The former may promote jumping large step overs
by enhancing the high-frequency component of the wave ﬁeld. The latter may be important to investigate in
future studies for its implication on earthquake triggering or delayed jumping across fault segments.
Ample evidence from laboratory and numerical studies points to the relevance of enhanced dynamic weak-
ening during fast rupture propagation, while rupture nucleation is controlled by rate-and-state frictional
behavior (Noda & Lapusta, 2013; Rice, 2006). As a consequence, nucleation sizes on natural faults can be
orders of magnitude smaller than what is assumed in the present study. However, as the critical nucleation
size decreases toward 0, we expect Hc to increase and converge to an upper bound value controlled by stress
amplitude rather than nucleation size. This upper bound is given by the theory developed in section 4 and is
close to the value obtained in our simulation results.
To simplify the discussion, we focus our attention on cases with S < 3, for which the critical nucleation size
has aweak dependence on S. For S> 3, the critical nucleation size increases rapidlywith S, and the critical step
over distance could be even smaller than predicted by extrapolating the results presented in Figure 4.
6. Conclusions
The present computational and theoretical study of earthquake rupture on faults with step overs provides
fundamental insights on the physical factors, controlling the limits on the step over distance that a rupture
can jump. By conducting a systematic set of 3-Ddynamic rupture simulations on strike-slip faultswith uniform
prestress and friction properties, we have established theoretical dependencies of the critical step over jump
distance Hc on seismogenic depthW , prestress level S (the ratio of strength excess to stress drop) and critical
nucleation size Lc (the ratio of shear modulus to slip-weakening rate). An understanding of the mechanical
origins of these dependencies is obtained by analytical arguments based on fracture mechanics. A critical
step over jump distance model of the form
Hc ∝ W∕Sn
is established where n = 2 in the near-ﬁeld regime when Hc < 0.2W (or S> 1.5) and n = 1 in the far-ﬁeld
regime when Hc > 0.2W (or S < 1.5). Nucleation size has a second-order eﬀect on critical step over distance;
increasing Lc decreases Hc mildly.
We estimate the critical step over distance to be a fraction of the seismogenic depth. This theoretical estimate
is of the same order of magnitude as the maximum step over distances derived empirically for continental
strike-slip faults. Our model, in particular, predicts that earthquakes with exceptionally large rupture depth
extension can breach proportionally wide step overs. This prediction is consistent with observations of earth-
quakes in regions of thick oceanic lithosphere for which ruptures breaching step overs wider than 10 km
have been reported, such as the 2012 Mw8.6 Indian Ocean earthquake (Meng et al., 2012). Our results also
suggest that themaximumstep over distancewidely used in hazard analysismay not be conservative enough
for faults that operate at relatively high average stress and have thicker seismogenic zone, for instance,
intraplate faults.
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Appendix A: Critical Step Over Distance in the Near-Field and Far-Field Regimes
We develop an upper bound on Hc based on asymptotic stress analysis near a singular crack tip, ignoring the
role of cohesive zone size Lc. The stress ﬁeld at close distance r and azimuth 𝜃 (counterclockwise, relative to
the rupture direction) from a running crack tip is
𝜎ij(r, 𝜃) ≈ 𝜎0,ij(r, 𝜃) +
KdΣd,ij(𝜃)√
r
(A1)
where Kd is the dynamic stress intensity factor, which is a function of rupture speed, and Σd,ij(𝜃) is an angu-
lar pattern. Theory (Madariaga, 1977, 1983) and numerical simulations (Madariaga et al., 2006) show that this
sudden change of stress intensity factor causes radiation of strong high-frequency phases. If arrest is simulta-
neous along the terminal edge of the ﬁrst fault, the stopping phase is radiated by a line source of ﬁnite length
W . Hence, in the near ﬁeld (r∕W ≪ 1) the stopping phase is approximately a cylindrical wave, but in the far
ﬁeld (r∕W ≫ 1) it is a spherical wave. This creates two diﬀerent amplitude-distance decay regimes: the stop-
ping phase amplitude is proportional to 1∕
√
rwhen r∕W ≪ 1 and to 1∕rwhen r∕W ≫ 1. The stress ﬁeld near
the crack tip (at distance r and azimuth 𝜃 from the ﬁrst fault tip) when there is a sudden arrest of the rupture
can be decomposed into three parts: (1) the background homogeneous stress 𝜎0,ij ; (2) the static stress ﬁeld
𝜎s,ij(r, 𝜃) caused by the running rupture right before the rupture arrest𝜎s,ij(r, 𝜃) =
KdΣd,ij(𝜃)√
r
; and (3) the stopping
phase caused by the simultaneous arrest of the rupture along the lateral edge. Only the third part is time
dependent, and we refer to Madariaga (1977), equation (36), which is the solution of S wave stopping phase
for 2-D in-plane shear rupture. We omit other complicated wave phenomenonwhile only keeping the S wave
part of the stopping phase, which we observed to be the major contributing factor. We compact all the
other terms of Madariaga (1977), equation (36), into Σsp,ij(Vr , 𝜃) while we highlight the dependence of part 3
on Ks and r
𝜎ij(r, 𝜃, t) = 𝜎0,ij +
KdΣd,ij(𝜃)√
r
+
KsΣsp,ij(Vr, 𝜃)√
r
H(t − r∕Vs), (A2)
and in the far ﬁeld
𝜎ij(r, 𝜃, t) = 𝜎0,ij +
CsΠsp,ij(Vr, 𝜃)
r
H(r − t∕Vs), (A3)
Σsp,ij(Vr, 𝜃) and Πsp,ij(Vr , 𝜃) are near-ﬁeld and far-ﬁeld angular patterns. We have observed the rupture jump
to occur after the pass of the stopping phase which means H(r − t∕Vs) = 1. Since the dynamic wave ﬁeld is
much larger than the static component at large distance,wehaveomitted the static component in the far ﬁeld
expression. For a 3-D rectangular crack with large aspect ratio (L∕W > 0.25), K at the short edge is very close
to that of a mode II crack in 2-D with lengthW (Noda & Kihara, 2002): Ks, Kd ∝ Δ𝜏
√
W if L ≫ W . We deﬁne
𝜅ij(Vr, 𝜃) =
KdΣd,ij(𝜃) + KsΣsp,ij(Vr, 𝜃)
Δ𝜏
√
W
(A4)
and
𝜉ij(Vr, 𝜃) =
CsΠsp,ij(Vr, 𝜃)
WΔ𝜏
(A5)
These quantities are dimensionless and have no dependencies on W and S ratio. After inserting these
dimensionless quantities, the stress on the second fault is
𝜎ij(r, 𝜃) = 𝜎0,ij +
𝜅ij(Vr, 𝜃)√
r∕W
(A6)
in the near ﬁeld and
𝜎ij(r, 𝜃) = 𝜎0,ij +
𝜉ij(Vr, 𝜃)
r∕W
(A7)
in the far ﬁeld. A necessary condition for rupture on the second fault is that the shear stress exceeds the static
frictional strength:
𝜏(rc, 𝜃c)>𝜇s𝜎(rc, 𝜃c) (A8)
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Figure A1. Nucleation in the backward direction for a dilational step over with W = 20 km.
where fault shear stress is 𝜏 = 𝜎xy and normal stress is 𝜎 = 𝜎yy . To satisfy this necessary condition with maxi-
mum step over distance
Hc = rc sin(𝜃c) (A9)
we need to ﬁnd rc and 𝜃c thatmaximize rc sin(𝜃c) under the constraint (A8). Solving this optimization problem
is diﬃcult if 𝜃c depends on S. However, we have observed that 𝜃c is almost constant, with value near 30
∘, in all
our compressional step over simulations. In dilational step overs, for most cases withW > 10 km nucleation
also occurs at a ﬁxed azimuth of around−120∘ in the backward direction (Figure A1), which is consistent with
previous 2-D simulations (Harris & Day, 1999). There are exceptions whenW < 10 km in which the backward
nucleation fails to develop into a sustained rupture (Figure 9). Assuming a ﬁxed 𝜃c, the problem is reduced to
ﬁnding the largest Hc that satisﬁes the following relations:
𝜏0 + Δ𝜏
𝜅xy(Vr, 𝜃c)(
√
sin(𝜃c))√
Hc∕W
>𝜇s
(
𝜎0 +
𝜅yy(Vr, 𝜃c)
√
sin(𝜃c)√
Hc∕W
)
(A10)
in the near ﬁeld and
𝜏0 + Δ𝜏
𝜉xy(Vr , 𝜃c) sin(𝜃c)
Hc∕W
>𝜇s
(
𝜎0 +
𝜉yy(Vr, 𝜃c) sin(𝜃c)
Hc∕W
)
(A11)
in the far ﬁeld. The solution is
Hc∕W =
(𝜇s𝜅yy(Vr, 𝜃c) − 𝜅xy(Vr, 𝜃c))2 sin(𝜃c)
S2
(A12)
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Figure B1. The dependence of angular pattern on rupture speed Vr at
diﬀerent azimuths. The dependence is smooth and weak within the range of
the azimuths and speeds we are interested in.
in the near ﬁeld and
Hc∕W =
(𝜇s𝜉yy(Vr, 𝜃c) − 𝜉xy(Vr, 𝜃c)) sin(𝜃c)
S
(A13)
in the far ﬁeld.
Rupture speed is very similar in all our examples (Figure 5). Within that
range, Vr∕Vs > 0.8, rupture speeddoes not aﬀect signiﬁcantly the radiation
amplitude in the azimuths we are interested in, as shown in Appendix B.
Hence, Hc∕W is not signiﬁcantly aﬀected by Vr.
Appendix B: Eﬀect of Vr on the Amplitude of Stopping
Phases
The ﬁrst motion velocity amplitude of the S wave stopping phase of a
Mode II crack is (equation (36) of Madariaga, 1977):
us(r, 𝜃, t)
𝜕t
=
K0
𝜇
Vr
1√
r
Fs(Vr, 𝜃)H(t − r∕Vs) (B1)
where
Fs(Vr, 𝜃) =
𝜅3 cos(2𝜃) cos(𝜃∕2)
2(𝜅2 − 1)(1 − Vr∕Vs cos 𝜃)(qR + 𝜅cos𝜃)S(cos 𝜃∕Vs)
(B2)
and qR is the Rayleigh function, which depends on Vr and 𝜅 = Vp∕Vs. So
us
𝜃
(r, 𝜓, t) =
K0
𝜇
Vr
1√
r
Fs(Vr, 𝜃)R(t − r∕Vs) (B3)
where R(t) = max(0, t) is the ramp function. Then
𝜕us
𝜃
𝜕r
= − 1
Vs
𝜕us
𝜃
𝜕t
− 1
2
K0
𝜇
Vr
1
r3∕2
Fs(Vr , 𝜃)R(t − r∕Vs) (B4)
𝜕us
𝜃
𝜕𝜃
=
K0
𝜇
Vr
1√
r
Fs(Vr, 𝜃)R(t − r∕Vs) (B5)
At t = r∕Vs, we have
𝜕us
𝜃
𝜕t
= − 1
Vs
𝜕us
𝜃
𝜕r
and
𝜕us
𝜃
𝜕𝜃
= 0. We convert the strain tensor from cylindrical coordinates to
Cartesian coordinates, and by introducing Lame’s parameter 𝜆 and 𝜇, stress can be calculated as
𝜏 = 𝜎xy = 𝜇 cos(2𝜃)
𝜕u𝜃
𝜕r
(B6)
𝜎 = 𝜎yy = 𝜇 sin(2𝜃)
𝜕u𝜃
𝜕r
(B7)
The only dependence of 𝜏 − 𝜇s𝜎 on Vr is in the expression of 𝜕u𝜃∕𝜕r, via the term
f (Vr, 𝜃) =
Vr∕Vs
(1 − Vr∕Vs cos 𝜃)(qR + cos 𝜃)
(B8)
We plot the function f (Vr, 𝜃) for a range of rupture speeds representative of our simulations and for a
broad range of azimuths. In our simulations, 𝜃 = 30∘ and 𝜃 = 120∘ are the angles 𝜃c at which we observe
compressional and dilational step over jumps, respectively (Figure B1).
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